Elixium and Pirum announce collaboration to
streamline post-trade connectivity
11 November 2016

Elixium, a new all-to-all electronic collateral trading marketplace, and Pirum Systems, the market
leader in real-time straight through processing (STP) to the securities finance industry, have
partnered to provide seamless post-trade connectivity to clients.
The collaboration with Pirum Systems will enable Elixium’s clients to manage the complete post-trade
lifecycle, including trade booking and down-stream connectivity to infrastructure providers such as tri-party
agents and CCPs.
Regulation is leading to mandatory reporting and Pirum systems will help Elixium’s clients to link to multiple
mediums. Pirum currently provides an advanced, centralised post trade automation platform for the global
securities finance industry, linking market participants with a range of post-trade infrastructure providers.
The integration of Pirum Systems’ market leading technology will enhance Elixium’s all-to-all marketplace,
which enables participants to access high-quality liquid assets that can be traded as collateral.
Elixium is designed to specifically address the impact of regulation, balance sheet pressures, and
deteriorating levels of liquidity in the repo market by providing participants with collateralised liquidity on a
fair, transparent, low-cost and equitable basis.
Ben Challice, Chief Operations Officer at Pirum comments: “We are excited to be working with Elixium’s
innovative trading marketplace. Market connectivity and trade life-cycle management is core to Pirum’s
product offering, our ability to streamline the post trade process from transacting on Elixium will enable
growth of liquidity on their marketplace.”
Roberto Verrillo, Head of Markets and Strategy at Elixium comments: "Pirum’s STP post trade services
are an impressive solution to help our clients to manage the lifecycle of trades done on the Elixium
marketplace. We are looking forward to working with Pirum Systems."
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About Elixium
Elixium is a regulated Multilateral Trading Facility (MTF) for collateral and secured deposits.
Elixium is open to a diverse range of institutions, including CCPs, corporate treasurers, central banks,
sovereign wealth funds, asset managers, pension funds, insurance companies, government institutions,
hedge funds, brokers, dealers and banks.Over the coming months Elixium will expand its initial offering to
support over 40 collateral baskets covering fixed income and equities in GBP, EUR, USD, CAD, JPY and a
range of emerging market currencies.
For more information please visit www.elixium.com.
About Pirum Systems:
Pirum provides an advanced, centralised post trade automation platform for the global securities finance
industry. Pirum’s secure centralised hub seamlessly links market participants with their counterparties and
other market infrastructure providers such as trading venues, CCPs, triparty agents and data analytics
services. Pirum’s reputation has been built on delivering highly innovative and reliable solutions, including
many industry firsts, to the market enabling it’s clients to increase processing efficiency, reduce operational
risk and improve profitability.
For more information please visit: https://www.pirum.com/

